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oy Vagelos, Former Chairman and CEO of
Merck, was an “old-time” pharma leader who
came up from the ranks on the research side
of the business. Vagelos gave his opinions about the
future of the industry in a keynote presentation at an
industry conference in 2005.

treatments could cost $83,500 per month or more
than $1m a year. The value of these treatments
hasn’t improved much since 2005. Researchers have
found that 62 cancer drugs approved in the U.S. and
Europe between 2003 and 2013 and extended
survival by an average of about 3.5 months.

Most drugs on the market, said Vagelos, have
tremendous value and are priced right. “We have
outliers, however, that are going to kill us,” warned
Vagelos. He mentioned cancer drugs that are sold
for $50,000 that deliver only 4 months of added
lifespan on average. “I think that is very damaging,”
Vagelos said, “and does not follow the value line.”

Most other drug prices are also rising more rapidly
than the CPI -- in some cases higher than 5000%.
The best a few (i.e., 3) pharma companies have
promised is not to raise the average price of their
drugs by more than 10% per year, which is still
higher than the CPI.

Back in 1990, when Vagelos was CEO of Merck, he
suggested to only increase prices at the rate of the
Consumer Price Index (CPI). There was a “fair
amount of grumbling,” but Merck did it and was
successful because it was a market leader and other
companies followed. “Unfortunately,” said Vagelos,
“that has changed. Drug prices are increasing twice
as fast as the CPI and that is going to be very
damaging ultimately.”
Today, the annual cost of a new cancer medication
now routinely exceeds $100 000 and novel cancer

Pharma CEOs have been filling in what they perceive as “gaps” in the drug pricing debate. They
argue that several factors are being overlooked when
discussing drug pricing in the U.S. A favorite argument is that insurers and middlemen are to blame for
high drug prices, not their companies.
Drug industry CEOs are also busy talking publicly
about taxes, innovations, and other issues that need
defending. Their arguments are highlighted in the
following pages.
Continues…

A Consumer Reports analysis suggests that high prices for generic and brand-name drugs stem in part from a
“battle over profit between mammoth industries—big pharma and insurance companies—with consumers
caught in the middle.”
On the one hand, pharmaceutical companies blame insurance companies for passing along high costs to
consumers. And insurance companies point to very high-priced drugs for which there are few or no alternatives, which ultimately affects how much insurance coverage people receive and how much they must pay
out of their pockets.
© 2017 Pharma Marketing Network. All rights reserved.
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PHARMA BRO’ MARTIN SHKRELI

Former Turing Pharmaceu0cals CEO Mar0n Shkreli started the brouhaha over high drug
prices when he jacked up the price of a life-saving drug by 5,000 percent. He emailed
the board of directors: “$1bn here we come.” See hMp://sco.lt/5vB1Yv
© 2017 Pharma Marketing Network. All rights reserved.
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PhRMA Pissed That They
Get No Respect, Lashes Out
at Martin Shkreli, Gets Less
Respect in Return!
According to Mike Rea, CEO of IDEA
Pharma, the Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) Let the
Dogs Out when it "cast Shkreli as a
scoundrel in a hoodie who does not
represent an industry of angels wearing
white lab coats."
"I understand why PhRMA feels compelled
to discredit and distance itself from Shkreli,"
said Rea. "Yet I'm more than a little appalled by the tone-deaf nature of the latest plea from
PhRMA that says, "trust us, we got this; pharmaceutical development is really hard; you
wouldn't believe the economics but sometimes, despite the odds, we give you a great new
medicine."
More comments from Rea here...
PhRMA Should Have Listened to THIS "Guy in a
Hoodie"
Back in December 2015, Pharmaguy suggested that the
pharmaceutical industry put some distance between it a
"Pharma Bro" Martin Shkreli. Pharmaguy said (here):
"Frankly, I'm getting tired of it all. Shkreli had his 15 minutes
of fame. Let's move on. It's time for the pharma industry to
get its 15 minutes of fame by doing something substantial to
distance itself from the likes of Shrkreli."
But, there was caveat: "The mainstream drug industry
cannot distance itself from 'wolves' like Shkreli merely
through better corporate communications." Pharmaguy went
on to suggest other ways to do it. More about that here...
Further Reading:
Speaking of economics: PhRMA Puts the Cost of Medicines in Context from Its
Perspective
PhRMA's Dark Inspirational Video Starts a 6-Month Offensive: 'Less Hoodies,
More White Coats'"
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KOOL-AID SERVED UP BY ALLERGAN CEO SAUNDERS
Brent Saunders, CEO of Allergan, is a
“hero” because he won’t rip oﬀ
customers any more (read“Allergan's
Brent Saunders' ‘Manifesto’ on Drug
Prices & Access”; hMp://sco.lt/6WN0AT).
Saunders pledged that future price hikes
will be limited to single digits and he’ll
no longer jack up prices to crazy levels
right before a patent expires.
“While we have par0cipated in this
industry prac0ce in the past, we will stop
this prac0ce going forward,” Saunders
said.
LAT columnist said “Excuse me for not
drinking the Kool-Aid, but how is this
diﬀerent from a schoolyard bully pabng
himself on the back for saying he won’t
beat you up any more? What about all
the past bea0ngs? Forgive and forget?”
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PFIZER CEO IAN READ TALKS TAXES
Back in November, 2016, in a call to
U.S. lawmakers, the Scobsh-born
CEO of Pﬁzer, Ian Read, told them
that a merger with Allergan, based
in Dublin, would signiﬁcantly cut
Pﬁzer’s tax bill and give it more cash
that it could invest in the United
States and ul0mately add jobs.
“Yer Talkin’ Pish!” is a Scobsh swear
meaning “your claims are unlikely.”
In this case, Read thought cri0cs of
Pﬁzer’s merger plans made unlikely
claims that it would cost jobs in the
U.S.
hMp://sco.lt/5HJArR
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ARE ALL PHARMA CEOS MARTIN SHKRELIS?

“Mar0n Shkreli may be the poster boy for sky-high drug prices, but price
hikes are pervasive, and the en0re pharmaceu0cal industry shares the
blame.” See hMp://sco.lt/5yXsfJ
© 2017 Pharma Marketing Network. All rights reserved.
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SHKRELI & BRESCH: PHARMA SIBS

Shkreli’s shenanigans earned him the moniker “pharma bro,” but the
“bro” in the Mylan case is no bro: She’s ‘pharma sis’ Heather Bresch,
now the company’s CEO. See hMp://sco.lt/5Iy70b
© 2017 Pharma Marketing Network. All rights reserved.
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MARATHON CEO JEFF ARONIN SCHOOLED SHKRELI
Marathon Pharmaceu0cals tried to
charge $89,000 a year for a decadesold drug that has sold for a frac0on of
the price in other countries.
“These guys invented price increases,”
Shkreli wrote. “I literally learned it
from them.” hMp://sco.lt/5B6b2X
Aoer Senator Bernie Sanders and
Congressman Elijah Cummings accused
Aronin and Marathon of ripping oﬀ the
system, Aronin retreated. Nevertheless, PhRMA says Marathon is guilty of
conduct unbecoming to the industry
and may oﬀer it up as a “sacriﬁcial
lamb” to Trump. hMp://sco.lt/5uZwMD
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“FLIP THE SHKRELI NARRATIVE” SAYS
NEW BAYER LEADER
“The guy who shall remain nameless does not
recognize the added value of research and
innova0on, and is not representa0ve of Big
Pharma as a whole,” said Habib Dable, Bayer’s
new president of U.S. pharmaceu0calsclaims
that it would cost jobs in the U.S.
hMp://sco.lt/5986wT
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PHRMA CEO ET AL GO TO WASHINGTON TO MAKE
“PEACE IN OUR TIME” WITH TRUMP
A top industry
oﬃcial, who spoke
on condi0on of
anonymity, told
STAT the drug
industry viewed
Tuesday’s mee0ng
as a chance to
engage the White
House aoer the
president’s ﬁery
rhetoric and to start
a dialogue on the
issue.
hMp://sco.lt/5bIagr
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LILLY CEO DAVID RICKS LIKES MEDICARE JUST THE WAY IT
IS: A “GOOD MODEL GOING FORWARD”
“Price played a 1 percent role in
pharmaceu0cal growth that was 9
percent,” said Ricks, who became Lilly
CEO recently On the topic of lowering
drug prices, Ricks said Medicare Part D
prescrip0on drug coverage for seniors
should be a model. “They are ﬁercely
interested in nego0a0ng down drug
prices, but also concerned about
keeping customers and having choice,”
he said. “We think that balance is just
about right, and that that piece of
government legisla0on ... is really the
model going forward.”
hMp://sco.lt/5wO677
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“WE ARE NOT MURDERERS”
Pﬁzer CEO Ian Read says the
“ethical” pharma industry isn’t
“gebng away with murder” as
President Donald Trump
claimed. The problem is those
other guys in “hoodies.”
hMp://sco.lt/59Phsf
Yet Read has an unusual
solu0on for problem of high
drug prices: “We need to pay
more for medicine so we can
develop more good medicine,
so we can drive, through
compe00on, lower costs,”
Read said. hMp://sco.lt/5jRt3Z
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Ian Read, CEO of Pfizer, aka the Donald Trump of Pharma,
Bashes Global "Freeloading" Off U.S.

[From www.huffingtonpost.ca] Canada and other countries with universal health care systems
are keeping drugs cheap by "freeloading" off of American innovation, says the chief
executive of one of the world's largest pharma companies.

"Canada is cheaper because of (drug) ration(ing). And Canada is cheaper because ... it
freerides off American innovation," Pfizer CEO Ian Read said in an appearance at the
National Press Club in Washington, D.C. last week.
v Asked what he would do about it, Read suggested negotiating tougher free trade deals
that would reduce the ability of governments to pay less for drugs, such as through longer
patent terms.
Read made an argument familiar to those in the pharma industry: That developing drugs is
extremely costly, and U.S. patients and insurance companies are in effect subsidizing
cheaper drugs for other countries.
"Pfizer spends $8 billion a year on research and development," he added. "We're lucky if
we produce three (new) drugs a year." [Meanwhile, Pfizer's profits are more that 2X what it
spends on R&D. See the data here.]
More here...
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A Canadian Strikes Back Against Pfizer CEO Read
Regarding Who Innovated What First

[From www.cantechletter.com] Recently in Washington, DC, a luncheon at the National Press

Club Ballroom, was an opportunity to rake Ian Read, CEO of Pfizer Pharmaceuticals, over
the coals. But, instead, Read raked Canada!
Near the end of the Q & A, the topic of international trade agreements came up. "We didn't
support [the Trump-scuppered] Trans Pacific Partnership because it was really bad for our
intellectual property," said Read. "Most of these countries, if you look at Canada, if you look
at Australia, if you look at New Zealand, all highly developed countries, all free-riding on
inventions in the United States ... And Canada is cheaper because ... it free-rides off
American innovation" (read "Ian Read, CEO of Pfizer, aka the 'Donald Trump of Pharma,'
Bashes Global 'Freeloading' Off U.S.").
Freeloaders, Mr. Read ? Freeloaders on American innovation! I'm no Einstein, but I think you
might have it a little ass backwards, dude.
More here about the innovations the U.S. has "freeloaded" off Canada...

© 2017 Pharma Marketing Network. All rights reserved.
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REGENERON CEO SAYS WHAT TO PFIZER CEO IAN READ?

When Ian Read, CEO of Pﬁzer, argued that drug costs as a percentage of healthcare expenses
haven’t changed in two decades, regardless of price increases, Regeneron Pharmaceu0cals CEO
Leonard Schleifer responded: “You’re not en0tled to a frac0on of the GDP.” hMp://sco.lt/8ZED0T
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NOVARTIS CEO WORRIES ABOUT THE MARKET FOR NEW
DRUGS IN U.S. AFTER OBAMACARE IS REPEALED
Joseph Jimenez, CEO of Novar0s, said that
some of Trump’s policies could beneﬁt
industry. “Some of the policies that could
reignite the economy in the U.S. would be
good for this industry and it would be good
for jobs.”
Jimenez urged the Trump administra0on to
consider a replacement for Obamacare.
“What's important to us is that all
Americans get access to important
medicines. We want to make sure that if
the ACA is repealed that it is replaced with
something that will ensure that these
Americans s0ll have access to the
innova0ve medicines that we are able to
launch,” Jimenez said. hMp://sco.lt/7u8bTN
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BIO CEO SAYS INSURERS DISCRIMINATE AGAINST PHARMA
“Our industry has become an easy
scapegoat for the real and growing
problem of pa0ent access to
aﬀordable new medica0ons,” Jim
Greenwood, CEO of the Biotechnology
Innova0on Organiza0on, said. “When
insurers accept pa0ents with preexis0ng condi0ons − only to refuse to
cover innova0ve medica0ons – there’s
a name for that: It’s discrimina0on.”
hMp://sco.lt/7NhS53
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ACORDIA CEO RIPS INSURANCE CEOS A NEW ONE!
BLAMES THEM FOR HIGH DRUG PRICES
“The major contributor to soaring
drug list prices is con0nual and
progressive reba0ng demands by
Big Insurance and the PBMs,” said
Ron Cohen, M.D., President and
Chief Execu0ve Oﬃcer, Acorda
Therapeu0cs. “We are stuck in a
vicious, escala0ng circle of rising
rebates, requiring drug innovators
to take ever higher list prices, of
which they only keep some
frac0on or even none. There is no
transparency so everyone can
know who is taking what part of
the drug dollar.”
hMp://sco.lt/6kN065
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Pharma CEOs Living in an "Alternate Reality" But Getting
Paid Exorbitantly High Real World Salaries!

[From worldofdtcmarketing.com ] Pfizer CEO Ian Read says. The "ethical" industry he knows is

nothing like notorious ex-CEO Martin Shkreli's work, and certainly isn't "getting away with
murder" as President-elect Donald Trump claims. He also said "we need to pay more for
medicine so we can develop more good medicine, so we can drive, through competition,
lower costs."

This is the alternate reality in which some pharma CEOs live. They just don't understand
that consumers are angry and that the lightning rod of that anger is pointed solely at them.
We are talking about CEOs that earn a lot of money too.
Median pay for healthcare and pharma executives amounted to $14.5 million in 2015,
higher than for leaders in any other sector, according to Equilar, a California firm that
researches and analyzes executive compensation. Median compensation for all CEOs in
the study, which looked at pay packages of 341 executives at S&P 500 companies across
multiple sectors in 2015, was $10.8 million. The increase in healthcare executive pay from
2014 to 2015 was also greater than in other sectors.
More here...
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Some #Biotech CEOs Earned Big Increases in Compensation
Even as Their Companies Tanked

[From www.statnews.com] STAT reviewed federal filings from all 162 companies on the Nasdaq Biotech
Index. The index as a whole fell by 19 percent last year, so it's no surprise that CEOs as a group
made 25.5 percent less in 2016 than they had taken home the year prior.

But five outliers - Cempra, Endo International, Ophthotech, Pacira Pharmaceuticals, and Seres
Therapeutics - gave their executives huge raises even though their stocks actually fared far worse
than the index average. One CEO got a 385 percent pay increase after his companyâ€™s shares fell
by more than 70 percent.
Such disparities can be maddening to investors. Executive pay is meant to be aligned with
shareholder return. If you took a bath on a stock, you'd rather the company's CEO didn't recoup a
bonus big enough to buy an infinity pool.
"It's something that I fret about, because my compensation is performance-related," said Eden Rahim,
a portfolio manager at Next Edge Capital in Toronto. "If I'm down, I'm not earning anything. And then
you see these guys who are well-compensated and don't really deliver the goods."
That disconnect sometimes stems from poorly thought-out incentive plans that end up rewarding
failure, said Aalap Shah, managing director at Pearl Meyer, an executive compensation consultancy in
New York. Other times, bad years force boards to strike a delicate balance, paying CEOs enough to
keep them around but not so much as to spark an investor revolt.
Further Reading:
Glaxo to Pay First Woman CEO Less, Cites Lack of Experience
Pharma CEOs Living in an "Alternate Reality" But Getting Paid Exorbitantly High Real
World Salaries!
More here...
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